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Floriani Wet N Slick®

This tearaway stabilizer is coated with a water activated, silicone based
adhesive. It is an alternative to pressure sensitive “sticky” paper products
and/or messy spray adhesives. Most home embroiderers have at some
point experienced problems with peel and stick products gumming up their
needles as well as the designs registration not lining up correctly. This
happens because they mistake “paper” for stabilizer. The main differences
between Wet N Stick® and these products are that Floriani’s is a stabilizer
not paper and the adhesive doesn’t get sticky residue on the needle. The

adhesive on Wet N Stick® can also be re-activated up to six times for easy re-positioning of garments.
The unique one-inch grid lines are especially appealing for lining up cuffs and collars. This product is
also available in a black or white cut away version for times when you need to stick down a bulky
stretch garment such as a sweatshirt, chenille or fleece pullover. It is important to use a “cut away”
stabilizer on non-stable fabrics such as knit for the best embroidery results.
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• Perfect for bulky items such as towels,
robes and blankets

• Use for fabrics and garments that get
“hoop burn”

• Use for hard to hoop items such as napkin
corners, collars, cuffs, etc.

• Tears away clean from around your
embroidery design

• One layer of the tearaway version will
support around 8,000 to 10,000 stitches
on an average size, well digitized design

• The adhesive can be re-activated several
times

To use Floriani Wet N Stick® Tear Away or
Cut Away:

1) Hoop one layer of the stabilizer, adhesive
side up. Be sure the product is taut within the
hoop. If using Wet N Stick® with a grid, line the
grid marks up with the lines on your inner hoop.
2) Apply a drop of water onto the stabilizer in
each corner of the hoop as well as one in the
center using a sponge, foam paint brush or
envelope sealer (recommended, available at
office supply stores). Remember that minimal
water is required to activate the adhesive.
3) Using the tip of your finger, smooth the
drops of water over the surface of the stabilizer.
You will feel the adhesive become tacky almost
instantly.

4) Press the garment into place and
smooth out any wrinkles.
5) Embroider your design. 600 stitches per
minute or less is recommended. *TIP:  If the
design is denser than 8,000 to 10,000 stitches
or if it is a poorly digitized design (too many
stitches for designs size), float
one layer of Floriani Medium
Teara way under the hooped
item for each additional 10,000
stitches for added support!
(This applies to the cutaway
version as well.)
6) Once the design is
complete, remove the hoop
from your embroidery machine
and tear or cut away the Wet N
Stick® stabilizer. If the
adhesive is holding on to the
garment, reactivate it by ap-
plying moisture at the glue line.
Once the adhesive is re-activated it will
release the garment.

COURTESY:  Kay Brooks
RNK Distributing

www.rnkdistributing.com



DUPIONI SILK PINWHEEL SQUARE

MATERIALS:
FAT 1/8 YARD OF PINWHEEL FABRIC  “A.”
FAT 1/8 YARD OF PINWHEEL FABRIC  “B.”
LONG 1/4 YARD OF BACKGROUND FABRIC.
FAT 1/4 YARD OF BACKING FABRIC.

DIRECTIONS:
Cut two 6 7/8” squares from fabrics A & B.  Place a square of

fabrics A & B together with the right sides facing each other.  Draw a
diagonal line across the square.  Sew 1/4” on each side of the line.
Cut along the diagonal line.  Press.  Repeat with the other two
squares; arrange the four squares according to the drawing and sew
together.   Cut one strip of background fabric 2” wide. Sew a piece to
the top and bottom of the pinwheel block.  Trim.  Sew a piece to the
sides of the pinwheel block.  Trim.   Cut 1 1/2” strips of the remaining pinwheel fabrics A & B.  Alternating the
fabrics, sew together in sets of 2, then 4.  Cut across the sets in 2” strips.  Leave 4 sets of 4, and sew 4 sets of
8.  Sew 1 set of 4 to 1 set of 8.  Sew 1 set to each side of the pinwheel block.   For the fourth side, you will
need to add 1 extra square.  Cut two 3” strips of the background fabric. Sew a piece to the top and bottom of
the block.  Press and trim.  Sew a piece to the sides.  Press and trim.  Finish as a small wall-hanging or a table
square.

COURTESY:  Dorothy Brown
International Fabric Collection

www.intfab.com

Easy Holiday
Pillows & Easy
Initial Pillows
These are just two of the many
kits that are available from Lise
Horvath’s website:
www.accentyourinterior.com.
Take a look and see how easy it
is to make your own pillow
creations for yourself or for
gifts.

COURTESY:  Lise Horvath
Accent Your Interior

www.accentyourinterior.com
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Arrowood (easy pattern)

Super simple, no piecing,
yet dramatic projects that
can be finished in about 3
hours...great of Boy Scouts,
Girl Scouts, after school
programs etc. (1 of 8 super
simple and fun patterns)

Olive Juice (easy pattern)

Super simple, no piecing, yet
dramatic projects that can be
finished in about 3
hours...great of Boy Scouts,
Girl Scouts, after school
programs etc. (2 of 8 super
simple and fun patterns) Why
the name olive juice? Say the
words olive juice without
making a sound...it looks like
your saying “I LOVE YOU”.

Nana’s House (easy pattern)

Super simple, no
piecing, yet dramatic
projects that can be
finished in about 3
hours...great of Boy
Scouts, Girl Scouts,
after school programs
etc. (3 of 8 super simple
and fun patterns)

Varoooom (easy pattern)

Super simple, no piecing,
yet dramatic projects that
can be finished in about 3
hours...great of Boy
Scouts, Girl Scouts, after
school programs etc. (4 of
8 super simple and fun
patterns)Go Fish (easy pattern)

Super simple, no piecing,
yet dramatic projects that
can be finished in about 3
hours...great of Boy
Scouts, Girl Scouts, after
school programs etc. (5 of
8 super simple and fun
patterns)

Super simple, no piecing,
yet dramatic projects that
can be finished in about 3
hours...great of Boy
Scouts, Girl Scouts, after
school programs etc. (6 of
8 super simple and fun
patterns)

Bali Blossom (easy pattern)

Pride & Joy Pattern
(easy pattern)

This wonderful Patriotic
flag pattern, Pride & Joy
works well for quilts,
pillows etc. A dramatic yet
easy design...so get the kids
involved and make some
quilts! (7 of 8 super simple
and fun patterns)

Happy Day (easy pattern)

BONUS...I’ve also
included a version in the
pattern for a girl...this
design has pigtails instead
of the hat. This pattern
makes a crib quilt top
approximately 36" x 52".
Instructions are also
included for a pillow cover.
(8 of 8 super simple and fun
pattern) The fabric used on
the sample was cotton.

My Lucky Star

This pattern makes a wallhanging approximately 25" x
25". You can keep adding more blocks to make a quilt.
Instructions are also included for a pillow cover. This
is a fun design to do because the normal block requires
32 triangles or eight diamonds and trying to match all
those points...try this pattern and you’ll have everyone
fooled and you won’t be nearly as frustrated! The
fabric used on the sample was homespun.

Bugaboos and Flowers Too

This pattern makes a
allhanging
approximately 25" x 25".
Instructions are also
included for a pillow
cover. You can keep
adding more blocks to
make a quilt. The fabric

used on the sample was flannel.

Raggedy Reverse Applique Patterns
Below are some of the many patterns available on Kim Deneault’s website:  www.kidzsew.com - check it out!
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